
Year 4 – Spring Block 4 – Suffixes

Step 1: Word Families



Introduction

Look at the words below. 

Which root word do they all contain?

helpful

helping

helped helpless

helps helper



Introduction

Look at the words below. 

Which root word do they all contain?

The root word is help.

helpful

helping

helped helpless

helps helper



Varied Fluency 1

Use the words below to complete the following sentences.

A. There was _____________________ of time to browse 

the books in the school library.

B. Turtles and tortoises are  _____________________ on 

the coast.

plentiful plenty



Varied Fluency 1

Use the words below to complete the following sentences.

A. There was _____________________ of time to browse 

the books in the school library.

B. Turtles and tortoises are  _____________________ on 

the coast.
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plentiful plenty

plenty

plentiful



Varied Fluency 2

True or false?

Agree, agreement and agreeing belong to the 

same word family.



Varied Fluency 2

True or false?

Agree, agreement and agreeing belong to the 

same word family.

True



Varied Fluency 3

What does the root word dance mean in the word family below?

dancing dancer danced

sing

move

spin



Varied Fluency 3

What does the root word dance mean in the word family below?

sing

move ✓

spin

dancing dancer danced



Varied Fluency 4

Tick the suffixes that can be used with the root words below to make 
a new word.

root word -ful -er

delight

supply

duty

happy



Varied Fluency 4

Tick the suffixes that can be used with the root words below to make 
a new word.

root word -ful -er

delight ✓

supply ✓

duty ✓

happy ✓



Reasoning 1

Jacob has written two sentences below. 

A.Your donations will go to a worthy cause.

B. The old bank notes were worthless as they had been 

taken out of circulation.

Explain how the suffix has changed the meaning of the root word in 

each sentence.
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‘Worthy’ is an adjective which means …

‘Worthless’ is adjective which means…



Reasoning 1

Jacob has written two sentences below. 

A.Your donations will go to a worthy cause.

B. The old bank notes were worthless as they had been 

taken out of circulation.

Explain how the suffix has changed the meaning of the root word in 

each sentence.

‘Worthy’ is an adjective which means having the qualities that 

deserve regard.

‘Worthless’ is adjective which means of no value. 



Reasoning 2

Philippa and Joel are talking about the word ‘hope’. 

Philippa says,

Joel says, 

Who is correct? Explain your answer.

You can add the suffixes ‘-ment’ 

and ‘-ly’ to this root word.

You can add the suffixes ‘-less’ 

and ‘-ful’ to this root word.



Reasoning 2

Philippa and Joel are talking about the word ‘hope’. 

Philippa says,

Joel says, 

Who is correct? Explain your answer.

Joel is correct because…

You can add the suffixes ‘-ment’ 

and ‘-ly’ to this root word.

You can add the suffixes ‘-less’ 

and ‘-ful’ to this root word.



Reasoning 2

Philippa and Joel are talking about the word ‘hope’. 

Philippa says,

Joel says, 

Who is correct? Explain your answer.

Joel is correct because ‘-less’ and ‘-ful’ can be added to the ‘hope’ 

family to form hopeless and hopeful.

You can add the suffixes ‘-ment’ 

and ‘-ly’ to this root word.

You can add the suffixes ‘-less’ 

and ‘-ful’ to this root word.



Application 1

Using the suggested suffixes below, create 3 new words for each 
root word by adding different suffixes.

manage cheer

-ment -less -ing

-ful -er -y



Application 1

Using the suggested suffixes below, create 3 new words for each 
root word by adding different suffixes.

manage – management, manager and managing

cheer – cheerful, cheery, cheerless, cheering

manage cheer

-ment -less -ing

-ful -er -y


